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Mini Review
The alliance of independent researchers drawing on its network of exploration of African science and the environment,
among other actions, a reflection on the major questions of a scientific laboratory world today in full mutation.
Researchers and these analyzes constitute real reference works.
Written by a researcher, these files are intended to capitalize on knowledge, encourage exchanges of experience and
ensure better circulation of information on drugs discovery chemistry in laboratories.
They indeed offer panoramas on the major problems of antibiotic drugs at very reasonable prices to facilitate access
to the greatest number.
It is in this spirit that African science offers us a complete inventory led by Mubenga Toto will be of particular interest
to students and teachers of drug laboratory chemistry training and more broadly all professional scientists.
For this first title drug discovery chemistry presents African Science exploring and environment today in the space
of the scientists committee Mubenga Toto endeavors to analyze the legislation, the diffusion, the distribution and the
commercialization of the herb transformed into drug discovery chemistry .
Beyond the scientific and economic challenges in the circulation of herbs, transforming them into drug discovery
chemistry is also academic.
This will allow the drug discovery chemistry to be produced and marketed without hindrance in any medical or
unscientific space.
Trying to determine the situation of bush grass requires first of all to define the field of the study under consideration.
Traditional healers have visions to make trees, someone person with ancestors knowledges,control by them.
Gifted man is a person who understand trees. Have revelation about trees that save human beings, revelation of trees,
poisonous and unpoisonous( you mustn’t touch them.
Scientists are in Chemistry laboratory, where do you find medicine, where is the bush around? They graduate at
school, you have to graduate in the bush to understand traditional how they help each other.
Gifted in knowing medicine or herbs. I am giving you tree for you to survive. How much do you know about trees
ask an African scientist?
Every herb it is medication, human being can’t explain grass, how much do you know about the soil? The mother
body of the living.
How much do you know about water? It is nature, you have to have water for us to survive, the source of a true making
life of living coming from soil, water.
How to sell yourself as an African science , a man who knows trees, who lives in the bush?
Africans have been healed by traditional healers, not medical doctors, men using trees; they didn’t know diseases,
there are a lot thing they can share together with scientists; things that can’t be seen in the microscope.
Plenty sickness like bed sore or rotten legs, medical practitioners have not yet find the cure. How do African kids grow
up in the bush.
African understand trees, how can an African science work with other in collaboration so they also benefit from their
knowledge financially without being hurt.
How can African science contribute to drugs manufacturing : - Distinguish, ending of chronic diseases.
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Preventing long term sickness

-

Clarify dealing with herbs in the bush to be transform in drugs chemistry discovery.

Healing of some sickness: example, HIV…
The imaginary in science laboratory, the life story of an African scientist.
By working together, improve the medicine together, put the head together and come up with something.
African science is a science, the thinking , vision of knowledge of bush trees and practical activity encompassing the
systematic study of the structure and behavior of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
African science and drug manufactory science, it is part of human beings knowledge. We have got it all, collaboration is
missing, stop this thing being better than someone else, you are scientist to discover, not to compete .
You can learn to heal bad sore, they call that cancer.
Regards
Mubenga Toto.
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